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E360 Is Going Social
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		 E360 is going social

dialogue in the refrigeration and air conditioning industries to address
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		Delist, Delay, Decipher
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the many issues we’re facing. Our E360 Forums and Webinars have

		Coming to terms with the EPA’s rulings

rom its inception, our E360 initiative was designed to facilitate a

fueled conversations that have helped achieve consensus and gain clarity
on our most pressing questions.
This publication is a product of those important discussions, as the
many concepts, relevant technologies and insights make their way into
these pages.
But we need to create more opportunities for dialogue, and keep
the conversations going long after our scheduled events have ended. To
help make that a possibility, we’ve created a LinkedIn group for E360.
The main objective of the E360 LinkedIn group is to support
ongoing industry discussions throughout the year. In doing so, we’ll be
able to better identify the topics that are most important to you and the
industry. Our objective will be to offer our insights whenever possible
and potentially expand on these topics more fully in future Webinars or
roundtable discussions. In addition, our new E360 LinkedIn group will

8 The Case for R-290
		Reviewing the pros and cons for wider
adoption of this natural refrigerant

10 SU C C E SS S TO RY
		 National Grocery Store Chain Makes
		Transition to Transcritical Refrigeration
		 Atlanta supermarket deploys its first CO2
		 transcritical booster system
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SU C C E SS S TO RY

A Cool Chunk of Change
		 Incentivized efficiency upgrades deliver
		 measurable energy savings for grocer

serve many purposes:

16 Regulatory Compliance

• Aggregate all social posts related to E360

		
BY KURT KNAPKE

• Allow all content developed under the E360 umbrella to be shared
within LinkedIn
• Offer needed perspectives and insights on pending DOE and
EPA rulings
• Expand the industry’s knowledge base by inviting experts
to participate

		
Achieving compliance is our top priority
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		Variable capacity modulation goes digital
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The next few years will be filled with challenges as we come to
terms with the regulations and determine a path forward that works for
all links in the commercial refrigeration value chain.
We hope you’ll join our new E360 LinkedIn group (linkd.in/1J2hXUr),
jump into the conversation and make the most of this opportunity to set
a course for the future of refrigeration.
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